Cent Pays the price for turning Blue outside Wednesday’s Ladies Day
Centuritime: I’ll sit on the couch if guy are
Centuritime: I even look blue!
ghost_rider_1976: dammit he’s gone blue

allowed tonight!

Centuritime: but I bet no women want me. Sighs.
Centuritime: looks down.
KevlarPanties: whoohoooo I bet he is wearing his banana

hammock
on eBay from Cent

ghost_rider_1976: hey azi whatever you do don’t buy lube
Centuritime: no, it's not ladies day. I am just a blue font.
noididnt2: blue balls never look good on a man
ghost_rider_1976: smh
KevlarPanties: lol are you

not putting yourself on the block then?

ghost_rider_1976: I was waiting for the blue balls comment
Centuritime: KP I am on the block, but it's not ladies day.
Centuritime: draz would NEVER allow a man to be on the block.
KevlarPanties: umm

so are you hoping a man will buy you then?
Ladies and gentlemen (and the local meat pie factory) we have CENT in blue
......Must be Sold ........NO LIMITS
Centuritime: draz, it's not ladies day
Centuritime: rules are rules
D r a z: you turned blue, saying you prepared to be sold
Centuritime: nods
Centuritime: to a woman though
KevlarPanties: breaks open my piggy bank
D r a z: nope no limits
Chrystalena: Thinks about bidding
KevlarPanties: counts out the coins
noididnt2: waiting for lena to go blue
noididnt2: and hell to freeze over will be quicker
Chrystalena: lol...yep pretty much
KevlarPanties: so what's the opening minimum bid?
D r a z: as its Cent .....................1 c
Master of Frozen Tundra: US?
ghost_rider_1976: Canadian?
D r a z: both
noididnt2: or any country cheaper
ghost_rider_1976: let’s see
KevlarPanties: I have 3 pennies and a ball of lint sigh
Master of Frozen Tundra: we have a winner
Centuritime: I should go to bed!
noididnt2: that’s a winner ding ding sing
Chrystalena: I have 2 cents and a tub of lube
Centuritime: waves ...............
D r a z: SOLD
ghost_rider_1976: lmao lena
KevlarPanties: oh dang lena beat me
Centuritime: Lena’s stash is more?
Master of Frozen Tundra: no...You won KP
Centuritime: I am so confused.
D r a z: 3 pennies is the winning bid
KevlarPanties: she has lube...I have lint
Centuritime: maybe I should step down.
KevlarPanties: gasp... I won
Master of Frozen Tundra: I think it was the lint ball that clinched it
ghost_rider_1976: lol Tundra
noididnt2: lol @ fighting who’s the loosing bet
Chrystalena: ^5's Kevlar...you go gurl~~
D r a z:

ghost_rider_1976: there’s a first time for everything
D r a z: cash only.......................... Passes the cock

lol
leash to KP
KevlarPanties: crap.. Draz I’m gonna need my bag from the back please
noididnt2: doggy bag?
ghost_rider_1976: um
D r a z: walks out back and lugs in the big bag for KP
D r a z: shall I put in the dungeon or a room?
noididnt2: I think this is gonna hurt
ghost_rider_1976: sings "This will only hurt for a while........."
Centuritime: draz, I am not available for sale.
KevlarPanties: just put it over there this won’t take but a minute
D r a z: you are in blue ....................and SOLD
D r a z: you know the story
Centuritime: what I am? a sex object?
Master of Frozen Tundra: : takes a seat next to the fire :
ghost_rider_1976: sits in his usual seat
lettuce_and_carrots: I’m gonna read about the sale process
Chrystalena: Read the sign Cent........all sales final, no returns~~
Centuritime: eek .........
Centuritime: no, I have to say
Centuritime: that
KevlarPanties: attaches the cock leash to Cent..Starts walking over to my bag
ghost_rider_1976: should have read the sign Cent
Centuritime: I LOVE KP more than all others combined
D r a z: puts the bag ...clanging it down next to KP
Centuritime: walks with KP
Chrystalena: and no Cent....I’m not protesting the win....lol
Centuritime: lol
KevlarPanties: ty Draz
ElCoyoteLaffs: winks at lena
KevlarPanties: gets out the penis gag and hood
KevlarPanties: stand right here Cent
Centuritime:
KevlarPanties: inserts the gag and fastens it...slips on the hood
aishiaa: omg sets the cam up in the room for this one
Centuritime:
noididnt2: what’s

a penis gag ?
do we need the suspension rig down KP ........stands next to the pulleys and
ratchet
ghost_rider_1976: hey cams aint cheap sis
lettuce_and_carrots: I’m reading it too aishiaa
KevlarPanties: of course Draz
Centuritime: no cams, aishiaa! winks
ghost_rider_1976: do we need hazmat suits?
ElCoyoteLaffs: like a ball gag
KevlarPanties: Cent..spread your feet for me
D r a z:

aishiaa: it’s a ball gag shaped like
ghost_rider_1976: quick a blindfold
ghost_rider_1976: grabs
aishiaa: lol bro
lettuce_and_carrots: with

a cock

please!

a blindfold
a certain end

KevlarPanties: its gag with a small leather
noididnt2: learn something new every
ElCoyoteLaffs: tosses

insert
day

GR blindfold
ghost_rider_1976: EL you are a lifesaver
lettuce_and_carrots: does it stick out or go in?

ghost_rider_1976:
KevlarPanties: in

quickly ties it around his eyes

lettuce_and_carrots: gulp
aishiaa: catches the bf before
ElCoyoteLaffs: turns

ghost can

so all I see is Lena
lettuce_and_carrots: I mean (pun)
D r a z: turns the big wheel and the metal suspension rig ...clangs down from the ceiling
... steel chains gleaming in the light ...
Centuritime: if I could talk ......
Chrystalena: lol
ghost_rider_1976: wait what........
ghost_rider_1976: glues his eyes shut
KevlarPanties: kneels down and attaches a spreader bar to his ankles
aishiaa: lol
Centuritime: ljdlfkdoiuouciudfdi !!!
Master of Frozen Tundra: nice touch
ghost_rider_1976:

holy crap what language is that

aishiaa: pries them open
noididnt2: I can’t watch

and puts clothe pins on ghost lids

Centuritime: Read details of contract: kp? ummm we are supposed to be "upstairs"
ghost_rider_1976: takes the clothespins and throws them away
KevlarPanties: brings Cents arms behind his back and laces on the leather arm sleeve
lettuce_and_carrots: are things out in the open on Mondays
noididnt2: throws kp the ten year old lube
D r a z: I don’t know rider ...but seem s I use it a lot
KevlarPanties: Cent...you

ghost_rider_1976: Draz I
aishiaa: he wants it kp
Centuritime:
aishiaa: lol

are gagged..I can make it worse if you like
can understand you............I, however, cannot understand Cent

points with my nose to article 42.b

ghost_rider_1976: article schmarticle
lettuce_and_carrots: aishiaa or he doesn't know he wants
KevlarPanties: you peed on that section the last time you

it
didn’t let me aim for you if you will recall

Chrystalena: This is so going on Utube
KevlarPanties: I consider it null n void
aishiaa: lol veggie
ghost_rider_1976: Youlube or Youtube?
Master of Frozen Tundra: no...he wants it but
aishiaa: lol len omg

is afraid to admit it

Centuritime: I did NOT void! omg!
D r a z: attaches the nose hooks ... to the gag
KevlarPanties: reaches up and tightens the gag

strap ... talk and your nose now spread cent

aishiaa: runs and makes sure cent has life insurance and I’m the beneficiary
ghost_rider_1976: The words "Watch this here comes the good part" Doesn't Apply
KevlarPanties: snags the old lube..ty noi
Centuritime: tries to
Centuritime: stop?

remember the safe word ......

Centuritime: help?
Centuritime: LAB?
KevlarPanties: gets out

the male chastity device with anal plug

aishiaa: lol
Centuritime: crap.
ghost_rider_1976: lmao
ghost_rider_1976:
aishiaa: lol

quite the safe word.......crap lol

u know cent I have never seen u look so good hahaha
I don't see that anytime soon for you Cent
hell calls Must affa to bring a mop

Master of Frozen Tundra:
ElCoyoteLaffs: oh

KevlarPanties: slips it on him
ghost_rider_1976: oh boy

.. sliding in the plug not so gently

Chrystalena: Covers my eyes
ghost_rider_1976: wow we must

have Must Affa on speed dial
well, yawns.
noididnt2: looks through my fingers ,,,wonder when the anal hook drops in
Centuritime: think it’s time for bed.
Centuritime: stretches.
Centuritime:

aishiaa: keels over laughing making sure my
KevlarPanties: rig him up Draz ...by his feet if you

bum is covered\
please

Centuritime: KP, you know my I’m ..... it's CENTURTIME
Centuritime: goodnight all!
ghost_rider_1976: oh god he’s a superhero
aishiaa: lol
ghost_rider_1976: or a super...........hero?
lettuce_and_carrots: Houdini
aishiaa: yeah

he’s chicken man

ghost_rider_1976: lol
KevlarPanties: Cent...
KevlarPanties: lol
D r a z: attaches

.........

the chain to the spreader bar ..............and hoists cent up ..upside down

aishiaa: lollllllllllllll
ghost_rider_1976: lmao
D r a z: laffs
aishiaa: has

never seen him move so fast unless a new female entered the room

D r a z: hehe
ghost_rider_1976:

unless of course he couldn’t find his wallet
Master of Frozen Tundra: : walks to the bar:
Master of Frozen Tundra: El....
aishiaa: lol
KevlarPanties: he likes to concentrate
KevlarPanties: room distracts him

when he orgasms I am sure

aishiaa: calls him the flash now lol
ghost_rider_1976: or his head will explode?
ghost_rider_1976: err
lettuce_and_carrots: "he folded faster than
aishiaa: lol wish i hadn’t taken him off

much lol

KevlarPanties: oh he is still
KevlarPanties: whining
ghost_rider_1976: lmao
aishiaa: hahaha

here

superman on laundry day"

friends id know if he was hiding but he pmed too

Schmocoll pays the price for not paying attention in the room

*walks over to schmocoll, tapping him on the shoulder*
*opens the kit, pulling out a long blond wig.......gives it a gentle shake..the hair
falling perfectly into place...sets it aside ...as i rummage around .....ahhh there they are..*
arieslady62:
arieslady62:

Kneel Diamond: lol
mikkas_babygirl_2: OH BOY
arieslady62: *pulls out a pair

of deadly sharp scissors...and deftly cuts way all his clothing*

*grins @ Belinda as i pull out one of her corsets ....eyes the bust line....peeks in
the box and grabs the fake titties..........nice hard nipples will show perfectly*
arieslady62:

D r a z: laffs
arieslady62: *carefully

leans schmocoll up....slips the corset around him.....stifling a giggle
as i play with the titties....getting them in the right spot.....cinching the ties as tightly as
possible...giving him to die for cleavage*
Kneel Diamond: this is why you pay attention in the room
D r a z: exactly

*carefully applies makeup, eye shadow...false eyelashes...hope to hell i didn’t
glue his eyes shut...lipstick and the most delightful beauty mark*
arieslady62:

gerrymac55:

schmexy?

gerrymac55: hmmmm
arieslady62: *grins as

i step back...looking in the box....ooooing and ahhhing as i pull out a
pair of silk stockings.....licks my lips as i carefully slide once up each leg....damn he ends
a good waxing....oh well no time....clasping the securely in place*
D r a z:

haha

arieslady62: *slips on a pair of to die for fuck me heels and stands back looking at HER*
mikkas_babygirl_2: haha
Kneel Diamond: laffs
gerrymac55: sexy
MsSmooth: prop him up in the display window for everyone to see as they walk by
arieslady62: *hmmmmm damn .........*walks over tucking his johnson between his legs*
mikkas_babygirl_2: lmao
Kneel Diamond: put him on one of those tables that slowly revolves
arieslady62: *winks @ MsSmooth*
Kneel Diamond: customers want to see ALL the merchandise
arieslady62: slips on a gaudy bracelet necklace and earring
MsSmooth: how about a tiara
arieslady62: now then...! da ta!~!!!!!
arieslady62: ohh most definitely
gerrymac55: kinky
arieslady62:

head*

set....

our new working lady

*rummages around for a nice sparkly tiara.....pulls one out...placing it on HER

MsSmooth: now there's a pretty princess
Kneel Diamond: lmao
arieslady62: giggles as i write a sign to hang

AND SEE WHAT POPS UP"

Kneel Diamond: haha
gerrymac55: ohhhh that's bad
arieslady62: *laughs as i take the

around her neck......."SQUEEZE MY TITTIES

kit back to Draz*

MsSmooth: sticks a dollar bill in
D r a z: gets the sack truck and

his garter
wheels schmocoll to the window ...opening the back and
lugging him / her on the rotating table ........closes the door and turns on the display
lights
arieslady62:
arieslady62:
D r a z:

wtg MsSmooth
hello john

that should bring the punters in .......look here’s our first john

john_114: hello
arieslady62: *starts
mikkas_babygirl_2:

the circus attraction music*

hehe Draz

arieslady62: lmaoooo
MsSmooth: lol

Draz

arieslady62: how’s your day going
john_114: you want to see me ?
D r a z:

john

hahaha

arieslady62: naww, if you have seen one dick you have seen them
D r a z: schmocoll in the window might be interested try him
john_114: i have big dick
arieslady62: lol if you squeeze
john_114: u want to see ?
arieslady62:
D r a z: you
arieslady62:

all

his titties ,you might get a surprise to john

not impressed john
are a big dick #

wait!!!!!
arieslady62: hang on....
arieslady62: i know........

Kneel Diamond: who's big dick do you have John?
arieslady62: runs over...grabbing the duck tape........wrapping

it around and around
john.......tosses him over my shoulder....positioning him so that his Big Dick is enjoying
schmocoll's mouth
D r a z: looks outside
MsSmooth: lol
D r a z:

has word in schmocoll’s ear ,.,.,,.,.,. wrong type of punter

laffs

arieslady62:

perfect place for it john

john_114:
arieslady62:
arieslady62:

no you just hang there and enjoy it
now
arieslady62: oh i forgot to tell ya....schmocoll....well he is a bit contagious...
Kneel Diamond: She
arieslady62: so your Big Dick should fall off in a few hours
D r a z: perfect ad ........we might get better punters now
Kneel Diamond: she is a bit contagious
qkrwl0079: hi
arieslady62: and i promise to nail it to the wall john
arieslady62:

john_114:
arieslady62:
arieslady62:
arieslady62:

mouth

along with all the other so called big dick men who have come in

grabs the new butt plug..shoving it in his mouth
enjoy john
hmmm a dick and butt plug in his mouth....seems to me he’s had a big big

Kneel Diamond: someone turn on the video camera
D r a z: laffs
Kneel Diamond: we can sell this and have free sushi for life
mikkas_babygirl_2: lol
D r a z: haha
arieslady62:

lol tosses a cam to kneel...have at it

arieslady62: lmaooooo........sorry but i couldn’t resist
D r a z: hahaha
Kneel Diamond: *flips the lens out hitting record*
D r a z: wonderful
Kneel Diamond: awl he left
mikkas_babygirl_2: that was so funny aries, ty
Kneel Diamond: damnit the lens cap was on too
Kneel Diamond: there goes the money shot
arieslady62: damn kneel..you too slow, now ya gotta
D r a z:

go find him

I’m going copy all this and pm it to schmocoll

